Predicative Adjective Examples

- The sky is blue.
- The flowers are colorful.
- She is intelligent.
- He seems nervous.
- The lake was calm.
- Your ideas are innovative.
- The music is loud.
- His answers were incorrect.
- The cake tasted delicious.
- The journey was exhausting.
- The film is intriguing.
- Their performance was flawless.
- The plan seems feasible.
- The children are happy.
- Her smile is genuine.
- He is brave.
- The painting looks vivid.
- She feels confident.
- The decision is final.
- The room was messy.
- His actions were questionable.
- The dress is elegant.
- The meal was spicy.
- Her style is unique.
• The wine is **sweet**.
• They are **reliable**.
• The story became **complicated**.
• The car is **new**.
• The restaurant is **expensive**.
• She is **thoughtful**.
• He is **creative**.
• Their approach was **strategic**.
• The machine is **functional**.
• The process is **streamlined**.
• The product is **eco-friendly**.
• You are **incorrect**.
• The project is **ambitious**.
• The book was **interesting**.
• The speech was **inspiring**.
• The garden looks **beautiful**.
• The team is **motivated**.
• The path was **steep**.
• She is **athletic**.
• The view is **stunning**.
• The cat is **lazy**.
• The solution is **practical**.
• The data is **inconclusive**.
• He became **defensive**.
• The situation is **dire**.
• She is **sincere**.
• The coffee is **strong**.
• The fabric feels **soft**.
• The concert was **enjoyable**.
• The play was **emotional**.
• The market is **volatile**.
• The test was **difficult**.
• His face turned **red**.
• He is **humorous**.
• The game was **intense**.
• The atmosphere is **relaxed**.
• The couple seems **content**.
• Her writing is **poetic**.
• The argument was **convincing**.
• His style is **minimalistic**.
• The offer is **generous**.
• She is **skilled**.
• The report is **accurate**.
• The apples are **ripe**.
• The seminar was **educational**.
• The lyrics are **meaningful**.
• The weather is **hot**.
• The challenge is **daunting**.
• He is **boring**.
• She was **hopeful**.
• The water is **cold**.
• The dog is **friendly**.
• The location is **remote**.
• The news is **surprising**.
• He was **grateful**.
• The technology is **advanced**.
• The child is **curious**.
• She is **ambitious**.
• The exercise is **simple**.
• They are **independent**.
• The subject is **complex**.
• The painting is **abstract**.
• The mountain is **high**.
• The sea was **rough**.
• The show was **entertaining**.
• The city is **busy**.
• The advice is **sound**.
• The course was **informative**.
• The fruit is **juicy**.
• The lesson was **valuable**.
• He is **pessimistic**.
• The exam was **easy**.
• The device is **portable**.
• Her answer was **correct**.
• The presentation was **professional**.
• The cake is **moist**.
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